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Do Internal Mammary Nodes Matter?
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Surgeons continue to debate whether the removal of

internal mammary (IM) nodes impacts outcomes in breast

cancer patients. In a landmark randomized trial with 30

years of follow-up, Veronesi et al.1 established that routine

dissection of this nodal region does not improve survival;

however, the study was performed in a cohort of patients

who did not receive adjuvant chemotherapy or radiation

therapy. Does this still apply in the modern era of staging

and treatment? Given improvements in assessing IM nodes

with lymphoscintigraphy, coupled with more effective

systemic therapy and more accurate radiation therapy,

should we revisit this premise? Approximately 20–25% of

patients have IM drainage on lymphoscintigraphy, and

those with affected nodes have worse outcomes than node-

negative patients, which may in part be due to

undertreatment when IM disease is not recognized.2–5

Knowing the pathologic state of this nodal region may help

identify patients who would benefit from more aggressive

therapy, as well as those who can safely avoid components

of care.

van Loevezijn et al.5 attempt to address this in their

current study. They identified patients from a prospectively

maintained database at the Netherlands Cancer Institute

who had IM drainage identified on preoperative lym-

phoscintigraphy. The power of this study is that removal of

IM sentinel lymph nodes (SLNs) was routine practice, thus

yielding novel insight into how this procedure impacted

care. They report that in 336 patients with IM drainage

seen, 287 (85%) underwent successful removal of the IM

SLNs. Outcomes were evaluated for three groups of

patients: those with a pathologically positive IM SLN

(n = 38); those with a pathologically negative IM SLN

(n = 249); and those who did not have an IM node

removed despite drainage seen (n = 49). Ten-year breast

cancer-specific survival was 94% (95% confidence interval

[CI] 90–97%) in patients with negative IM nodes, 78%

(95% CI 65–92%) in patients with positive IM nodes, and

76% (95% CI 63–89%) in patients who did not have IM

nodes removed.

Among the 287 patients with an IM SLN removed, 217

(76%) had negative IM and axillary nodes, 32 (11%) had

positive axillary nodes and negative IM nodes, 18 (6%) had

solitary IM involvement, and 20 (7%) patients had IM

involvement with concurrent axillary disease. If we accept

the premise that node-positive disease is a reasonable

indication for cytotoxic chemotherapy, these findings

indicate that integration of IM SLNs among patients with

IM drainage on lymphoscintigraphy would result in a

change in recommendation in favor of chemotherapy in up

to 6% of patients. However, this fractional change is likely

\ 6% as some of these patients would receive

chemotherapy based on primary tumor features, even if

node-negative. This hypothesis is reflected in the study by

van Loevezijn et al. as a change in systemic therapy rec-

ommendation was made in only seven patients,

representing 2% of the cohort. Nevertheless, it is likely that

the change in systemic therapy for this small fraction of

patients could have favorably influenced outcomes. Other

studies have shown similar results, including one from our

own institution which found that adjuvant systemic therapy

was impacted in 2 of 11 patients found to have a positive

IM SLN.6 Madsen et al.3,7 found that the presence of IM

nodal involvement did not impact prognosis independent of

axillary metastases, with only 1% of patients receiving

chemotherapy based on IM SLN status alone. While the

number of patients where IM pathology impacts

chemotherapy decisions is currently small, it may increase

as efforts towards de-escalation of cytotoxic chemotherapy

continue with integration of predictive molecular testing in
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the axillary node-positive setting.8,9 As we move to more

personalized treatment based on the extent of nodal disease

and not just the mere presence of any nodal disease, the

information obtained from IM SLNs may become more

critical.

The second question is whether the results of IM SLNs

would influence radiation field planning. At present, indi-

cations for IM nodal irradiation are controversial.

Historically, trials that defined the benefits of post-mas-

tectomy radiation therapy for axillary node-positive

patients included treatment of the IM nodal chain.10

However, utilization of IM nodal radiation among axillary

node-positive patients has been relatively low in the US

based on studies suggesting low rates of IM failure in the

absence of IM radiation, coupled with concerns regarding

higher lung and heart radiation exposure when the IM

nodes are treated.11 Recently, long-term results of several

studies that sought to clarify these issues have been

reported. Unfortunately, none of these studies fully

resolves the controversy. For example, a French trial

included 1334 women with either axillary node-positive

disease or central/medial N0 tumors, and randomized them

to IM radiation or no IM radiation. With a median follow-

up of 11 years, no differences in overall survival were

noted.12 In contrast, a Danish population-based study

compared outcomes among right-sided axillary node-pos-

itive patients who received IM radiation with left-sided

axillary node-positive patients who did not receive IM

radiation. With a median follow-up of 8 years, overall

survival favored the right-sided patients who received IM

radiation (76% vs. 72%; p = 0.005).13

In light of the unclear and conflicting data regarding the

risk–benefit ratio of IM nodal radiation, incorporation of

IM SLNs could provide substantial benefit in guiding

radiation decisions. For example, it would be very inter-

esting to prospectively measure IM recurrence risk among

axillary node-positive, IM SLN-negative patients treated

without IM radiation. If IM recurrence risks were suffi-

ciently low (preferably no higher than 1–2%), then IM

SLNs could emerge as a valuable strategy for facilitating a

personalized approach to radiation treatment decisions,

allowing many patients to forego the modest increase in

morbidity associated with IM radiation treatment. In con-

trast, the identification of IM SLN-positive disease should

absolutely result in the inclusion of the IM nodal chain in

radiation treatment fields regardless of axillary disease

status. Again, this would be helpful and would likely result

in more patients who need IM nodal irradiation receiving

it.

While the data showing poor outcomes when the IM

nodes are not removed is intriguing, these data are not

strong enough, in our opinion, to recommend routine

removal of IM nodes based on this observation alone. The

authors show that this group had similar outcomes to those

with proven IM metastases. A closer look at these data

suggests that there may have been other factors that could

not be captured in this retrospective analysis. Thirteen

percent of patients with sampled IM nodes had positive

results on surgical pathology. Given that the baseline

clinicopathologic features were similar to the group with

IM nodes removed, one would expect a similar proportion

with IM disease, which would translate into approximately

six to seven patients. Over half of those would be predicted

to have concurrent axillary disease and thus be receiving

adjuvant chemotherapy and IM nodal radiation based on

axillary pathology alone. In fact, this group without

removal of IM nodes also had similar adjuvant therapy to

those who had the nodes removed. Thus, the poor out-

comes seen in this group cannot be from untreated IM

nodal disease alone. Since it is impossible to retrospec-

tively assess the surgical decision of whether to perform

IM SLN or not, we can guess that these may have been

patients at higher risk for distant disease, making surgeons

less likely to perform a diagnostic procedure that carries

increased operative risk. The authors also postulate that

removing IM nodes may halt the spread of micrometasasis,

but this seems unlikely and contrary to the early findings of

Veronesi et al. that removal of IM nodes does not in itself

convey a survival advantage.1

The authors conclude that IM SLNs should be removed

in patients with tumors [ 1.5 cm or aged \ 70 years.

While these are reasonable guidelines, there may be an

opportunity for other factors to impact this decision. The

removal of IM SLNs is a diagnostic test with a complica-

tion rate of approximately 2–6%.5–7 As with any diagnostic

test, the surgeon should consider how the results will

impact adjuvant treatment planning before deciding whe-

ther to proceed with IM SLN dissection. First, will this

change the decision about whether to receive chemother-

apy? In patients in whom this answer is already known

based on tumor biology, size, or known nodal involvement,

the additional knowledge may not be beneficial. This

decision algorithm may change in the next few years as the

use of adjuvant systemic therapy evolves. The next ques-

tion is whether IM node pathology might impact radiation

decisions. Depending on institutional practice, a positive or

negative IM SLN might be informative for radiation

planning if IM coverage is not routinely employed.

In summary, removal of IM SLNs can provide critical

information for a small subset of patients. Surgeons should

continue to consider removal when the information it

would glean may impact adjuvant decisions.
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